Friendship Learning Center Playground

Play That Moves You

®

The commitment to provide an outstanding educational program
extends outside of the classroom for the North Fond du Lac School
District. An important pillar of the School District’s playground
project was to bring a play environment that helps everyone find
the best of themselves through play, while also accommodating a
growing population. Through intentional design and community, it
was achieved! The school district turned to BCI Burke to design a
new playground that offered inclusive play for children of all ages
and abilities.
With an 18,000 square foot area, there is plenty of room to
spread out and offer a variety of play areas and activities that
accommodate differing abilities, ages and interests. The Friendship
Learning Center playground has an entire side that is flush to
the perimeter, making a seamless transition into the playspace.
Providing equitable access points is important in an inclusive
space. Play equipment includes swinging, spinning, sliding,
climbing and spaces for musical exploration. If you can dream it,
this play environment can provide it.
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Friendship Learning Center Playground
Principal of Friendship Learning Center, Kerri Jo Patten, expressed: “While adults made
the ultimate decisions, the students were involved in the selection of playground
equipment and aesthetics during every bit of the process. Student committees
were formed with representatives from all grade levels—kindergarten through 5th
grade—where they were given catalogs to choose the types of equipment desired.
In addition, they were asked to consider inclusive play, with some of our students in
wheelchairs or other physical abilities.”
After the playground design was chosen, the focus was transitioned to the
purchasing stage of the process. North Fond du Lac School District used the OMNIA
Partners contract to purchase their playspace. This simplified buying process
provided a way for the school to work with their chosen vendor, save time and
maintain their timeframes.
According to Luke Tautges, Regional Sales Manager at Burke, “North Fond du Lac
School District chose to use the OMNIA Partners contract to streamline the purchasing
process and make certain they were able to get the playspace they wanted in the
timeframe they needed it in. Using the contract is a simple and effective way to
ensure everyone gets exactly what they need in the most efficient way possible.”
There are many benefits to purchasing a playground through the OMNIA Partners
contract – saving time, added convenience and the opportunity to leverage
cooperative procurement. It’s a win for all involved! And, best of all, it gives you the
time to focus on the best part – creating a play environment that will enrich, excite
and engage children and families for years to come.
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